
restoration algorithm with confocal optics or two-photon excitation would be ex-
pected to overcome this [imitation. It will be interesting to see this advance in
image reconstruction being put to use, advancing our knowledge of what hap-
pens inside cells. •

The aulhor gratefully acknowledges Waller A. Carrington for reviewing Ihis article.
2 Carrington, W.A., R.M Lynch, E.D.W. Moore; G. isenberg, K E Forarty, and F.S
Fay, Superresoliiiioti three-dimensional images of fluoiescence in cells with minimal tight
exposure. Science 263:1483-1437, 1995
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Microscope, Snoopy

I Have a friend able to see
Objects much too sma.lljor me
And through his eyes, he lets me peek
At tiny wonders which I seek
To see as if I could go
Into that tiny world below

'Me is my own light microscope
And you my friendI dearly hope
M'ill came to meet that frie nd of mine
A:nd spend the pleasant hours of lime
To see the wanders I have seen
Of pond and flower and insect wing
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USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SEMs, TEMs, LMs, EDS, Evaporators,

Sputter Coaters, Ultra Microtomes, Histology-
Darkrooni, Lab Equipment and More.

Fax us either your "wanted" or "for sale" list:

MICROSCOPY LABORATORIES
Box 338, Red Bank, NJ 07701

(908)747-6228 - Fax: (908)758-9142

Services in EM, LM and Histology

Why Is That
Evaporated Gold Film Clumpy?

Ronald Vane, XEI Scientific

Many of us are familiar with the evaporated gold on carbon samples used
as resolution standards on SEMs. But why isn't the gold a uniform film'? Why
is it a set of clumpy little islands on the surface?

The answer lies in the relative stickiness of a gold atom on carbon versus
gold on gold. When gold is evaporated onto carbon only a few atoms will stay
for long on the carbon after they impact. However, if a gold atom hits another
gold atom it encounters a strong attraction and stays put. Thus little islands of
gold atoms begin to grow on the carbon surface. The bigger the island the
more likely it is to capture additional gold. The growth of the film is stopped,
before coverage is complete, producing a gold-on-the-carbon resolution
standard - with its many islands of gold. •

PAYING A LOT OF MONEY AND
NOBODY'S PAYING ATTENTION?

Service Contracts are expensive. Are you getting the service you paid for?
CaU the Materials Analytical Services' EM SERVICE GROUP

before you sign another Service Contract.

TEM'S/SEM'S
AMRAY

TOPCON

ISI
CAMBRIDGE

ZIESS

ULTRAMICROTOMES
DUPONT RMC

MT-1 MT-5000

MT-2 MT-6000

MT-2B

MT-2C

MT-7000

CRYO

•V»*

PREP EQUIPMENT
VACUUM COATERS

SPUTTER COATERS

MECHANICAL PUMPS

TURBO PUMPS

PLASMA ASHERS

WE SERVICE
COMPUTER CONTROLLERS

X-RAY SPECTROMETERS
BEAM BLANKERS
WATER CHILLERS

Contracts and On-Demand rife
Emergency Service at
Reasonable Rates from
Factory Trained Personnel.

In the Southeast Call:

1-800-421-8451

MATERIALS
ANALYTICAL
SERVICES *

ADVANCED ANALYTICAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

3597 Parkway Lane • Suite 250 • Norcross, Georgia 30092 • 404-448-3200 • FAX 404-368-8256 or
6l6Hutton Street • Suite 101 • Raleigh, North Carolina 27606 • 919-829-7041 • FAX 919-829-5518
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